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FOREWORD
According to French philosopher Emmanuel Levinas, who combined the ideas of the German
phenomenologists Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger, we are all essentially summoned in an
ethical responsibility for the other.
This responsibility, which Levinas calls the “otherwise than being,” substitutes subjectivity (the self) for
another: it becomes the other in the same. It is a form of recognition that transcends the multiplicity of
egoisms struggling with one another. It goes beyond being: “Being must be understood on the basis of
being’s other.”
In art as in life, there is history and there is legacy. History is a series of past events, but legacy is more
than the sum of historical events. It links past and future into this “otherwise than being.” History is
written and re-written, but legacy remains unwritten; it is lived. Providing aid and support for aging
artists is vital to protecting our cultural legacy.

Society is not always kind to aging artists. Much of the art market remains driven by a desire for the new
and a propensity to forget the old. Thankfully, the growing demand for cultural diversity in recent years
has also led to a new interest in the art of older, previously under-recognized or overlooked artists, and
a realization that their legacy is our legacy. Currently, museums and galleries are increasingly showing
older artists and acknowledge their importance within art history: artists like the pioneering conceptual
and ecological artist Agnes Denes, the equally important land artist Michelle Stuart, or the influential
painters Jack Witten and Jennifer Bartlett, to name but a few. Each new exhibition by or publication
on these and other yet to be (re-)discovered artists who have been active since the late 1950s or early
1960s create a corrective to our understanding of art history.
Preserving the legacy of aging artists has been the implicit goal of ART CART since it was established
three years ago. As a museum curator I am committed to contribute to a greater cultural diversity and
to share responsibility for the other.

Klaus Ottmann
Director of the Center for the Study of Modern Art and Curator at Large
The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C.
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Documenting artistic expression of 21ST century artists
over a lifetime for the broader community
ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY is an intergenerational arts legacy project that connects aging
professional artists with teams of advanced students in the arts, health and aging to undertake the
documentation of their creative work, offering both groups an educational experience that will help
shape the future of our cultural legacy (www.creativeaging.org/artcart).
Originally done in 2010, ART CART provides a model for national replication.

The project grew directly out of research by the Research Center for Arts & Culture. Published as ABOVE
GROUND, this study of 146 professional aging artists age 62+, revealed that artists are, in many respects,
a model for society, maintaining strong social networks and an astonishing resilience as they age. Yet
61% of professional visual artists age 62+ have made no preparation for their work after their death;
95% have not archived their work; 97% have no estate plan; 3 out of every 4 artists have no will and 1
in 5 has no documentation of work at all.

The exhibition is the culmination of a project whose essence lies in the works themselves which are
as varied as the artists, but also in the life stories, the experiential learning and the portrait of the
older artist as a model for resilience, tenacity and a lifetime of meaningful work. As a 93-year-old artist
interviewed in ABOVE GROUND said, “Art is what makes me live.” And as an 86-year-old artist in the
current show said, “ART CART is an education in hope.”

With input from community partners including students, faculty, guest lecturers and staff from Columbia
University, New York University, the New School’s Eugene Lang College and Pratt Institute in New
York City, and American and Howard Universities, the Corcoran College of Art + Design, IONA Senior
Services and the Phillips Collection in Washington DC, 40 student fellows spent the fall learning about
working with the aging, ageism and stereotypes, health promotion, environmental studio assessments,
wellness promotion, oral history techniques, and mastering Gallery Systems EmbARK software. In the
spring, interdisciplinary teams of fellows, each working with a single artist and a partner of the artist’s
choosing, provided 19 artists ages 63-100 with direct, hands-on support and guidance to manage and
preserve their life’s work.
The project will establish a replicable methodology and a comprehensive toolkit for the implementation
of ART CART in other communities throughout the country. This step makes that journey possible.

Joan Jeffri, Founder and Director
ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY
Research Center for Arts and Culture
National Center for Creative Aging

ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY

NEW YORK

Niki Berg

My primary interest is creating portraits of family, mostly my own, linking generation to generation in the arc
of life...from birth to death. These photographs represent the middle passage of my younger daughter Karina
during her teenage years.

Karina In Shadows
1983
Photograph, C-Print
10” x 10”
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Ellis Island Ferry
1988
Photograph, C-Print
7” x 7”

Karina Ascending
1983
Photograph, C-Print
10” x 10”

Nude on Couch
1983
Photograph, C-Print
30” x 30”, also available 10” x 10”
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NEW YORK

Michael Cummings

As a child growing up in Los Angeles, color, form and design always fascinated me. When I discovered “art” from
around the world in museums, I declared I wanted to be an artist. My journey as an artist has led me to creating
art quilts for the past 30 years.

Floating World, 1990, Textile (Quilt), 67”x 67”
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Butterfly #5
2001
Textile (Quilt)
72” x 72”

Mud Cloth/Strip Quilt
2008
Textile (Quilt)
72” x 52”

Haitian Mermaid #3
1996
Textile (Quilt)
67” x 58”
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NEW YORK

Cecily Barth Firestein
My aim is to present abstract paintings that are subtly beautiful, especially color-wise. Disguised humor is an
important organizer in my paintings. I use lusty brushwork, controlled drips and splatters, and, lastly, collage
elements and overdrawing for a sumptuous effect.

Let’s Get Out of These Wet Clothes and into a Dry Martini, 2009, Mixed media, 42” x 60”
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Naked Truth
2008
Mixed media
58” x 42”

Mazel Tov, 2008, Mixed media, 42” x 58.5”

Who’s Got the Bus Schedule
2008
Mixed media
61” x 52”
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NEW YORK

Sonia Gechtoff

My paintings are abstract, but I use suggestions of nature and architecture in my images. Skip’s Garden #3

Evening, is one of 6 paintings evoking my friend’s garden that I painted over several years. This is an example

of the suggestions.

Skip’s Garden #3 Evening, 2013, Acrylic and charcoal on canvas, 40” x 40”
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Garden, Wave, and Waterfall
2001
Acrylic and graphite on canvas
60” x 60”

Riders of the Wave
1992
Acrylic and graphite on canvas
74” x 54”

April
2012
Acrylic on canvas
40” x 40”

FELLOW’S QUOTE
I learned about the process of aging in such a different and rich way. I want to dedicate myself to promoting creative
aging among the older adult population of New York City. This is due to my participation in this program. The elder
artist transmitted her wisdom, knowledge, and experience in a way that was informative and long-lasting. I believe
my elder artist would also say that I transmitted my part of a different generational time. Together we had a mutual
exchange and a beautiful relationship that will certainly continue in the future.

— Katherine Tineo, Social Work, Columbia University
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NEW YORK

Norma Greenwood

My work is an invitation to stop for a moment, to breathe, to see the beauty in the details around us. The current
series of paintings, “Interior Landscapes,” is a bridge between being, imagination and experience.

Domestic Scene I, 2009, Oil on canvas, 36” x 40”
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Starfall
2013
Oil on canvas
36” x 40”

Ideological Connection
2010
Oil on canvas
36” x 50”

Jubilation
2012
Oil on canvas
30” x 30”
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NEW YORK

Carol Hamoy

By constructing works about women and women’s issues, I present to the world an account filled with the
wonderful adventures and accomplishments of women, many who are virtually unknown. After all, women are
fifty-one percent of the population and their stories need to be told.

Hail to the Chief, 1997, Mixed media, 18” x 13” x 5”
Honors the first woman to run for President of the United States, Victoria Woodhull. (1870).
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Fan Letter
2000
Mixed media
20” x 30” x 1.4”
A love letter to Babe
Didricksen, athlete
extraordinaire

Expectations 2
1998
Mixed media
22” x 16”
A work talking about parents’
expectations of their children

Mother
1997
Mixed media
9” x 13” x 5”
A visual commentary on
the difficult and often
under-appreciated job of
motherhood
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NEW YORK

Nancy Haynes

I am a conceptual painter working within the parameters of non-representational, deconstructive thinking. My
painterly intention is an attempt to make paintings that describe their own nature. I care about the material-

ity of oil paint, it’s beauty and possibilities - as well as the unique quality of a painting to illustrate the painted

illusion of space and in my case, particularly, light: space (infinity) equals light; light equals time; time equals
impermanence; impermanence equals illusion.

Rue Jacob, 2011, Oil on linen, 18” x 21” x 2.5”
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Vertical Diptych
1975
Oil on canvas, slate,
oil on wood
25” x 12”

Lascaux Painting
c. 1975
Glow in the dark acrylic
and oil on slate
6” x 12”

Retreat
2012-2013
Oil on linen
18” x 21”
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NEW YORK

Morgan O’Hara

I focus on life and make art which is directly related to living. My conceptually based work represents a half
century of reflection on life and meaning. LIVE TRANSMISSION drawings track, in real time, the vital movement
of living beings, transcending both figuration and abstraction, executing a direct neural translation from one hu-

man action into another. FORM AND CONTENT drawings focus on conceptual and formal elements in movement.

Live Transmission, 2002, Graphite on primed card stock paper, 37.5” x 36.5”
Movement of the hands of conductor Vladimir Ashkenazy while conducting the Prague Symphony Orchestra in
Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 2.
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Live Transmission, 2009, Graphite on bristol paper, 22.5” x 29”
Movement of David Greilsammer conducting and performing on piano Mozart’s Piano Concerto
in E-flat Major, Third Movement

Live Transmission, 2008, Graphite on bristol paper, 22.5” x 29”
Movement of Fukuda-san, Japanese scissors grinder at work.

Live Transmission, 2010, Graphite on
bristol paper, 29” x 22.5”
Movement of Peter Gregson performing on
electronic cello.
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NEW YORK

Gilda Pervin

Over the years, along with traditional paint, paper, wood, I have also used non-traditional materials for making

art --- Portland cement, sand, coal, tarpaper, silicon carbide, shatter glass, and so on. I have also incorporated

found objects, detritus of our culture---seen in recent work: plastic gloves, cotton underwear rags, coat hangers,

pie pans, wash tubs, marbles, plastic knives. Each sculpture usually includes one or more figures of people or

animals, or an object that seems personal to a figure that is not seen but suggested. For me, the work represents
the passage of time, moments caught, a sense of memory.

Briefly Perched, 2012, Rags, underwear, acrylic paint, bird forms, 9” x 13 “ x 13”
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Four & Twenty
2011
Portland cement, sand, acrylic
medium, acrylic paint, bird
forms, in plastic tub
15.5” x 18” x 18”

Roses are Red
2011
Cloth rags, acrylic paint, plastic
glove, in metal tub
10” x 21” x 21”

Not Yet
2010
Portland cement, sand, coat
hanger wire, acrylic medium,
acrylic paint, roofing particles
14” x 24” x 13”
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NEW YORK

Susan May Tell

Space, silence and solitude are recurring motifs in my photographs. Using a small rangefinder, 35mm film cam-

era (loaded with B&W Tri-X) allows me to respond to scenes--urban or rural, with or without people--spontaneously and quietly, going unnoticed. I arrange scenes within the camera’s viewfinder; their geometry competes

for attention with feelings of isolation in a way that allows visual and emotional elements to enhance each other.
My prints are toned gelatin silver, usually 11 x 14 or 16 x 20 inches.

Appalachia Unraveling, from the series: Appalachia and the Rust Belt
2012, printed 2013, Photograph, Gelatin silver print, 11” x 14”
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Waiting for train, from the series: Structured Moments
1982, printed 2010
Photograph, Gelatin silver print, 11” x 14”

Shadow Man, from the series: Real / Unreal: urban landscapes of the 1980’s
1983, printed 2010
Photograph, Gelatin silver print, 11” x 14”

Mary and Joseph, from the series: Real / Unreal: urban
landscapes of the 1980’s
1983, printed 2010
Photograph, Gelatin silver print, 14” x 11”

FELLOW’S QUOTE
The mentorship provided throughout this project is unparalleled. There has been a constant open door for feedback,
questions and concerns. The faculty not only show a high level of professionalism but more importantly, they show a
strong sense of care and concern for their subjects.
— Shirin Golshani, Occupational Therapy, NYU
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Akili Ron Anderson
Art is cultural expression. It is the history, the future and the pulse of a people.

Enlightenment 1
2013
Acrylic on canvas
36” x 24”
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Enlightenment 2
2013
Acrylic on canvas
36” x 24”

Yellow Ocher Nude
2013
Acrylic on canvas
24” x 18”

Enlightenment 3
2013
Acrylic on canvas
36” x 24”
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Lila Oliver Asher
My work almost always involves people and human relationships. I am not an
Impressionist, but I am a humanist.

I Am My Beloved’s, 1998, Linolium block print, 27” x 35” framed, Edition #12/35
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Cup of Milk
1989
Linolium block print
31” x 26” framed, Edition #8/50

Slide Trombone
2012
Linolium block print
23” x 18” framed, Edition #6/25

Hopscotch
1995
Linolium block print
31” x 43” framed, Edition #2/35
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Marilyn Banner

This body of work began with the idea of light, and a question about materials and images that might express
the idea of ladders descending from an upper world of light. Gauze, chiffon, netting, lace, and gossamer paper
give form to the idea of layers of light. Images of babies, birds, wings, ancestors, and roses expand upon “what

might be in that light.” Thick, white, soft rope creates the structure of the “ladders” and “garments, and scrim
and muslin offer form to the linear Spirits of the Ancestors and Time.

Ladders of Light, 1997, Fabric, mixed media installation. Dimensions variable, 9 “ladders” 108” x 22” x 4” each
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Time
1997
Fabric, mixed media installation
Dimensions variable, can hang in 2
lines or concentric circles

Garments of Light 1
(3 garments)
1997
Fabric, mixed media installation
Each garment approx.
96” x 22”x 4”

Spirits of the Ancestors
1997
Fabric, mixed media installation
Approx. 96” x 90”
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

James brown, Jr.

The creative process is infinite. It embodies change and growth. My journey through the creative process has

allowed me to evolve from collage, drawing, oil painting, acrylics, intaglio and watercolors to textile art. My
interest in organic fibers and stitching has to be an African ancestral retention. My most recent works are
handmade tapestries of felted wool, one of the oldest fabrics created by man.

Passing on the Tradition, 1992, Felt, cotton floss threads, textile painted borders, 32.5” x 36.25”
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DNA=Culture=Heritage=
Ancestors=Spiritual Belief
Systems=Language=Sankofa
2009
Handmade felted wool fibers with
cotton floss threads
32.75” x 25”

Four Corners of The Earth
2013
Handmade felted wool fibers
with hand spun threads
31” x 37”

The Arrival
2013
Handmade felted wool fibers
with hand spun threads
32” x 40”
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Lilian Thomas Burwell
My work is an expression of who and what I am, what I believe and what life gives to me as I pass through.
It is complete when what you and I hold in commonality of being and experience meet in spirit. It justifies
itself when it becomes the channeled oracle of what is beyond each of us and carries us forward on wings of
new discovery.

Notaway, 1993, Oil on canvas over carved wood, 24” x 40” x 12”
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Turaco
1995
Oil on canvas over carved wood
41” x 27” x 12”

Winged Autumn
2007
Oil on canvas over carved wood, sheet acrylic
23”x 46”x 10”

Moses Rock
1996
Acrylic on canvas over wood,
canvas
96” x 60” x 60” assembled
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Rose Mosner

I remember always being interested in art. My father started taking me to museums when I was five years
old. In school I drew pictures in all my notebooks. I was an art major in high school and college; becoming
an art teacher was my choice. My work is mostly abstract. I do acrylic painting, three dimensional wood wall

sculptures and photos and found object collages. I feel very fortunate to have an ongoing “need” to create. It’s
always challenging, and always an adventure.

George Sand
2009
Wallpaper, photos, found objects on board
20” x 16’’x 1’’
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Movement in Color
2000
Acrylic paint and wool string on canvas
16” x 12’’

Reds and Blues
2012
Wood, found objects,
acrylic paint on wood
43” x 16’’ x 2’’

Circles with Embroidery
2012
Styrofoam, wood, found objects,
fabric on board
18” x 14’’ x 3’’
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Marilee Shapiro

The making of an object of art, the creative process, is a struggle. It involves all of one’s attention and intuitive
powers. For me, it is fascinating, frustrating, joyful and totally life enhancing. This struggle, this pursuit of a
vision or an idea is what I love to do.

Ruth & Naomi
1953
Casein paint
35.5” x 23.5”

Enigma
1995
Ceramic, rice paper, paint
23.5” x 6” x 4”

The Way
1994
Bronze
14” x 12” x 6”
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Chalice
1970
Bronze
17” x 19.5” x 11”

Dance of the Roses
1970
Bronze
10.5” x 15” x 7.5”

FELLOWS’ QUOTES
We needed to be mentors, providing support and encouragement along the way. It was our responsibility to lead and
guide, and to create an environment of openness and exploration. Typically the old mentor the young. While I’ve been
a mentor to younger friends and family members, I’ve never considered that I could be a mentor to someone so much
older and more experienced than me. This reversal of roles showed me that the roles we assign each other based on
age aren’t always accurate, and that no matter how old you are, we all have value and wisdom we can share with one
another.

— Jamie McCrary, Arts Administration, American University

Throughout this experience, [my artist’s] mission has been to help me discover my inner voice and encourage me to
walk in my ordained purpose. Although she could not always remember the name of her work, she could always recall
the situation in her life that sparked the creation of her work. Art has and always will be her place of comfort, peace
and understanding.
— Robin Baker, Occupational Therapy, Howard University
The idea of looking at someone’s passion as their garden to cultivate adds another dimension to how I view my loved
ones. ART CART has provided me with another framework in which to view the many clients that I treat in my own
therapeutic practice.

— Geoffrey Edwards, Oriental Medicine, Tai Sophia Institute for the Healing Arts
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Carmen TorruellaQuander

For me, making art is a calling; it is a matter of producing something because I am obsessed with producing it.

I derive the energy and inspiration from my work from the ability to look at the world as a reflection, to accept
it without an extra or unnecessary thought, and then I share it.

Eastern Shore, 2004, Acrylic on board, 24” x 48”
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Welcome to Bahia
2007
Oil on canvas
35” x 24”

Brown Girl Playing Dress Up
2013
Oil on canvas
40” x 30”

Rhino
2008
Oil on canvas
20” x 24”

Americans: First Generation
2009
Watercolor
26” x 40”
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ann Zahn

I always work directly on the block or plate from life. Each subject is inspired by a desire to record what is happening at the moment, whether it’s the back-yard pond, a group of wild ponies, or a rooster standing in front of
me on a beach. I try to say whatever needs to be said about the subject and my reactions to it. I love whatever
is laid out in front of me asking to be recognized.

Assateague Ponies # 7, 1986, Viscosity etching, 27” x 31”, #5/15
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Kirsten, Garden Journal X, At the Beach
1996
White-line woodcut
32” x 32”, Artist proof, #2/5

Garden Journal XVI, The Bristlecone Pine Garden
2009
Linoleum cut, etching and viscosity etching
46” x 34”, #1/1

Garden Journal XVI, The Kauai Rooster
2009
Linoleum cut collage
36” x 32”, #1/1

ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY

FELLOWS’ QUOTES
As a result of ART CART, I now feel more connected as a person and as a citizen of this world. I think differently
about visual representation and expression, relationships with my family and friends, and about living in
Washington DC. Because we are all at different moments in our respective lives, our conversations around
the meaning of [our artist’s] legacy as an artist were that much richer and more comprehensive. This was a
transformative experience, both educationally and personally, and one that I will cherish and reflect on for the rest
of my own life.
— Sarah Durkee, Arts Management, American University
[My artist] and I shared a one-on-one learning experience that I could never have gotten in any classroom. Rich
African traditions of the Dogon people, the Akan, and Yoruba people I got the chance to see up close and personal
through his work and through his words. Growing up in a world where because of a color you can be seen as
inferior, these weekly visits were greatly needed reminders that I am the descendant of greatness.

— Sherlan Greaves, Psychology, Howard University

ART CART gave me a chance to develop a relationship with the artist and provided me an opportunity to represent
the field of Occupational Therapy to a population that has never heard of or needed our services traditionally….
Learning through this project has been an entirely different experience compared to the traditional academic
education that I received. ART CART created an environment for multidisciplinary teamwork and collaboration. I
learned how to be flexible and work with individuals with differing ideals and opinions from my own.

— Karen Ling, Occupational Therapy, NYU

As a team, we have created an exceptional dynamic. [My artist] is an inspiration to me. She is a shining example of
‘productive aging’ for the simple reason she does not consider her age when she makes her art – she follows her
heart and in doing so creates magnificent works to share with the world. It’s a message I hope to pass on to my
future clients – to find the thing that you love to do and work hard to keep doing it.

— Elisha Omar, Occupational Therapy, NYU

Before ART CART, I did not realize how much wisdom, comedy, historical points of view, and sincerity I was missing
out on in my life from the older community. Not only did I learn so much more about art and the appreciation of
it, but I have learned life lessons through the intergenerational relationship that formed with my artist, artist’s
working partner, my partner, and myself.
I do believe that ART CART is not a project that is centralized solely on the documentation of art work and saving
the legacy of the artist. ART CART is bigger than that. Nothing is more beautiful than being able to be a part of
something that reaches the broadest crowds imaginable and benefits the community as a whole with education
and the breaking of stereotypes.

— Lauren Cotton, Occupational Therapy, Howard University
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